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Exercise 1 Phonetics homophones (5 marks - +0.5 for each correct answer) 
 
Using the phonetics and the context of the sentence , write the correct word. 

Example: 

/sʌn/ 
 
The   __sun__    rises in the east. 
My __son__  is a teacher. 

 

1. /fO:(r)/   
a)  This present is ________ Pierre. 
 
b)  We got married ________ weeks ago. 
 
2. /Tru:/ 
a) He ____________ a snowball at the police officer. 
 
b) The snowball went ______________ the window. 
 
3. /meIl/ 
a) What should I write on the application form: boy or __________? 
 
b) When you go to the post office this afternoon, don’t forget to pick up the __________. 
 
4. /hI@(r)/ 
a) Please speak louder, I can’t_________ you. 
 
b) Should we have lunch __________ or go to a restaurant? 
 
5. /pleIn/ 
a) The soldier took the _________ to return home. 
 
b) Do you prefer your pancakes __________ or with maple syrup? 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

I: Feet I Fit e Bed & Cat A: Father Q Boss O: Hall U Book u: Moon 3: Bird V Luck @ Potatoes 

I@ Appeared eI Pale e@ Pair aI Five aU House OI Boy @U Boat U@ Poor 
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Exercise 2 Verb forms (18 marks - no answer or inappropriate answer = - 1.5) 

Here are sentences from an article about Jackie Cha n, the Chinese actor. Some verb 
groups are missing. Select the most appropriate ver b form by ticking the box. 
 

United Nations’ World Humanitarian Day: working to make the world a brighter place   
   
EXAMPLE:    
Actor/director/producer Jackie Chan _______ poor 
 Hong Kong. 
  
� grew up                  
� had been grown up        
� is growing up 
� was growing up 
 

Despite his poverty , Chan ___1_____ himself from a stuntman*/fighter to a leading man. 

His unique blend* of masterful  martial arts and eccentric  physical  comedy ____2____ 

make him an international  film star. Now one of Asia’s premier philanthropists, Chan 

____3____ in 2011 that he ____4____ half of his assets* to charity when he dies.  

 

1) � transformed    � transforms   � is transforming    � was transforming 

2) � had helped  � has helped  � was helping  � were helping 

3) � is announcing    � was announcing     � has announced     � announced 

4) � would donate   � donated     � had donated    � would have donated 

*stuntman = a person who performs dangerous acts in a film, television program, etc. in place of an actor 

*blend = a mixture              

*assets = what he owns 

 

Chan says he always _____5_____ his lack of a formal education , so he ____6_____ the 

Jackie Chan Charitable Foundation in 1988, which ___7___ scholarships  and other 

assistance to young people. Since its creation, the foundation’s services _____8_____ to 

include medical services, help for the poor and quick responses to natural  disasters.  

 

5) � was regretting    � regrets    � regretted    � is regretting 

6) � is launching    � has launched   � was launching    � launched 

7) � are giving    � is giving    �  had given   � gives 

8) � have expanded    � has expanded    � had expanded   � was expanding 
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In 2004, Chan ___9___ the Dragon’s Heart Foundation. For more than 10 years now, the 

Dragon’s Heart ____10____ schools and ____11____ children and elderly people in remote 

parts of China. 

 

9) � inaugurated    � was inaugurating     � inaugurates    � has inaugurated 

10) � build     � is building     � has built     � builds 

11) � has been helping     �  helps    � helped    � was helping 

 

Last summer, while he ___12___ Nepal, he ___13___  Red Cross aid in Kathmandu’s 

Lalitpur district in an effort to keep the earthquake, that ___14___ the region, in the spotlight. 

Since the two deadly explosions in Tianjin, China that ___15___ more than 100 people in 

2015, Chan ___16___ more than a half a million dollars to the rescue efforts and publicly 

praised the firefighters. 

 
12) � visits    � is visiting     � was visiting    � has visited 

13) � gave out     � was giving out    � gives out     � has given out 

14) � is devastating     � devastated    � devastates    � was devastating 

15) � has killed      � killed        � is killing        � was killing 

16) � has pledged          � pledges       � is pledging        � was pledging 
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Exercise 3 Pronunciation: sounds (3 marks - no answer or incorrect answer = - 0.4) 

How should the underlined letters be pronounced in the following words taken from 
the text? Write your answer by ticking ( �) the box in the appropriate column. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Exercise 4 Word stress (3 marks - incorrect or no answer: - 0.4) 
 
Underline the stressed syllable in each of the foll owing word taken from the text. 

EXAMPLE: Chi  na  

1)  hu  ma  ni  ta  rian         5) phy  si  cal                  9)  scho  lar  ships   

2)  po  ver  ty        6)  in  ter  na  tio  nal             10)   na  tu  ral 

3)   mas  ter  ful                 7) e  du  ca  tion  

4)  e ccen  tric                   8) cha  ri  ta  ble 

 

 

 

 

 

 I: I aI 
EXAMPLE:  

community 

 

 

 

 

� 

 

1. despite    

2. leading    

3. charity    

4. dies    

5. assistance    

6. services    

7. medical    

8. children     

9. keep    

10. China     

I: Feet I Fit e Bed & Cat A: Father Q Boss O: Hall U Book u: Moon 3: Bird V Luck @ Potatoes 

I@ Appeared eI Pale e@ Pair aI Five aU House OI Boy @U Boat U@ Poor 
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Exercise 5. Vocabulary Chunks / Questions (18 marks) 

Find and write down the missing words or questions in the following dialogues. 
Sometimes the first two letters of the word or the first word are given. 
 

Example situation: Jackie Chan meets Bruce Willis. 

J. Chan: Hi Bruce, how are you?    

B. Willis: Fine thank you, and you? 

Situation 1: Jackie Chan has arrived at his hotel in London where he will receive an award for 

his charity work. 

Hotel receptionist:  Good afternoon. 1) We________________ (1 pt) to the Savoy Hotel!  

2)_________________________________________________________________? (2 pt) 

J. Chan:  My wife and I have a 3) re____________ (1 pt) for three nights. The name is CHAN. 

Hotel receptionist: Thank you, sir. You are in room 655. Here is your 4) k________. (1 pt)  

To get to your room, take the 5) l__________ (1 pt) up to the sixth floor. Your room is at the 

end of the hall. 

J. Chan: Thank you. I have a question. 6) _____________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________? (2 pt) 

Hotel receptionist: The hotel restaurant closes at 11:30 pm tonight, but it’s possible to order 

room service at any time.  

 J. Chan:  Thank you very much. 

… 

Situation 2: Jackie CHAN is being interviewed by Robert Drane from the Guardian newspaper. 

R. Drane: Mr. Chan! I’m Rob Drane. 8) How____________________________?  (1 pt) 

J. Chan: It’s a pleasure to meet you, too. But, please 9)________________________, (1 pt) 

Mr Chan is so formal! 

R. Drane: Ok Jackie, thanks. 10)___________________________________________?(2 pt) 

J. Chan: I arrived in London last night with my wife.  

R. Drane:  11)________________________________________________________? (2 pt) 

J. Chan: We are only staying for three days, sadly. My schedule is so busy! 
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R. Drane:  That’s very short! 12)___________________________________________? (2 pt) 

J. Chan: I come to London regularly, at least once or twice a year. 13)__________________ 

________________________________________________? (2 pt) 

R. Drane: No, I’ve never been to Hong Kong, but I hope to go one day! 

 
 
 
 
Exercise 6. Irregular verb practice (7 marks - no answer or incorrect answer = - 1) 
 
Complete the following sentences by choosing the co rrect verb from the list below and 
put it in the right form of the simple past or past  participle. 
 
to  become   to dream  to leave  to spend 
to begin   to fall   to say   to shake 
to break   to fight    to speak   to wear 

  
example: She __broke__ her leg while she was skiing.  

 
 

1) The film was so bad we _____________ the cinema before the end. 
 

2) Why have you ____________ the bottle of Coke? When you open it, it will make a mess!   
 

3) She ____________ an enormous yellow hat to the wedding. 
 

4) My Dad has _________________ off a ladder. I need to take him to the hospital!      
    

5)  I __________________ playing the piano when I was 5 years old. 
 

6) Imagine! She _______________ 300€ on shoes yesterday!  
 
7) I wanted to be a doctor, but I ____________ an engineer. 

 
8) Have you ever ________________ of travelling around the world? 

 
9) I ____________________ German a lot during my internship in Austria.  
 
10)  We have ______________ for human rights for many years, but there is still too much 

injustice.  
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Exercise 7. Vocabulary (6 marks - accurate answer = +0.4) 

Words or compound words have been omitted from the following sentences. Fill in the 
blanks by writing the words in full. The first 2 le tters are given. 

Studies 

1) A fe____________ is the amount of money a student must pay to officially enroll in a 

university.  

2) A co________________ is an institution where students study when they have left 

high school. (USA) 

3) If your ca____________________ options are open, it means that you can enter many 

different job domains when you leave university. 

4) The fa__________________ at a university are things like the library, the laboratories, the 

classrooms and the restaurant. 

Jobs  

5) A la________________ represents clients in court of law or to advise or act for clients in 

other legal matters. 

6) An ex_______________ is employed by a business at senior level. They decide what the 

company should do and ensure that it is done. 

 Giving a presentation 

7) A pr_______________ is an amount of money that you gain when you are paid more for 

something than it cost you to make, get or do. 

8) A gr_______________ is a mathematical diagram which shows the relationship 

between two or more sets of numbers or measurements. 

9) The sa__________________ of a product are the quantity of it that is sold. 

10) A fi_____________ is a particular amount expressed as a number, especially a 

statistic. 

11) The ai______________ of a presentation is the reason why you are presenting it.  

Sports and hobbies 

12) Le_____________ time is when you are free from the demands of work or duty, when 

you can rest or enjoy hobbies and sports. 

13) Wi____________________ is a sport in which you move along the surface of the sea or 

a lake on a long narrow board with a sail on it. 

14) If you ga_______________ an amount of money, you bet it in a game such as 

cards or the result of a race or competition. 

15) If you are fo______________  of something it means that you like it or enjoy doing it. 
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Exercise 8 Writing (20 marks) 

Read the article below and follow the instructions on the next page. 

 

Volunteering and cultural exchange around the world . Integrate and help local 
communities in over 155 countries.   

What is workaway? 

Workaway.info is a website that enables travellers to volunteer in different places all 

over the world in exchange for free accommodation a nd food. As a volunteer you can 

stay with individuals, families or organisations in  exchange for some hours of work 

per day (usually 3 – 5 hours a day, 5 days a week).  The kind of work hosts are looking 

for ranges from babysitting, help in the house, hel ping in hostels or B&Bs, animal 

care, farming or gardening to building and decorati on work. 

How to travel with workaway 

To be able to contact hosts, you first have to regi ster with workaway. The registration 

fee is 23 € for an individual account and 30 € for a couple account and your account 

will be valid for two years. 

Once you have registered, you can create your own w orkaway profile on the next 

page...  Your profile will then be posted on our site and yo u will be searchable as a 

volunteer by the hosts on the site.  
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Create your own WORKAWAY profile. Write a descripti on of yourself including details 
of where you are from, your studies, your skills, a nd professional experience. Don’t 
forget to tell us where, when and why you would lik e to be a ‘workawayer’ and the 
kind of work you are looking for! 

from:                                                    @ 

to: volunteers@workaway.org 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………
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……………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………….....................

...…………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………..................

......………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………
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……………………………………………………………………………………………………………
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……………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………
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